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Introduction and Motivation
This analysis searched for the single top-quark production in the s channel in proton-proton colli-

sions [1]. Single top-quark production in the s channel allows to probe the electroweak sector of Standard
Model, a direct measurement of |Vtb|. This channel is sensitive to new physics signals such as W′ and
charged Higgs. The presented results correspond to 19.3 fb−1 collision data at 8 TeV.

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————–

Event Selection and Reconstruction

•One isolated lepton, Pt > 26(30) GeV for muons (electrons)
•Missing energy
•At least two jets |η| < 4.5
PT > 40 GeV (two leading jets), PT > 30 GeV (other jets)
Two jets required to be b-tagged
•Top Reconstruction:

To deal with ambiguity in b-jet association to top-quark, we reconstruct the
top-quark for each b jet, and then choose the one whose invariant mass is
closer to 172.5 GeV .
•Signal and Control Samples: Based on jet and b-jet multiplicity;

2jets-2tags(signal enriched) and 3jets-2tags(tt̄ enriched)

QCD Estimation

Shape and rate for the backgrounds are taken from MC simulation except
QCD which is extracted using a data driven method.
•Shape from orthogonal sample in data obtained inverting lepton isolation.
•Rate from maximum likelihood fit to missing energy(electron channel) or

W-boson transverse mass(muon channel) distribution.

QCD extraction by fitting distributions of missing ET for electrons(left) and transverse
mass of W-boson for muons(right)

Multivariate Analysis
Two Boosted Decision Trees(BDT) have been trained to separate single top
s-channel (tt̄) from the other contributions in the signal enriched (tt̄ enriched)
region.
Highest ranked BDT input variables for signal region:

Electrons
•Tranverse W-boson mass
•∆Φtop,recoiled−b,
•Missing transverse energy

Muons
• pT two b jets
• Invariant mass of reconstructed top
•Tranverse W-boson mass

Data-simulation comparison for the distributions of the BDT discriminator in the 2-jets
2-tags(top) 3-jets 2-tags(bottom) samples for electron(left), muon(right) channels. The

simulation is normalized to the combined fit results.

Statistical Evaluation
We perform a binned maximum-likelihood fit to the BDT distributions
on data in the 2-jets 2-tags and 3-jets 2-tags categories simultaneously.

Uncertaities Impact
µR, µF scales 83%
JES 53%
matching thresholds 32%
unclustered missing energy 30%
JER 24%
Systematic uncertainties with
higher impact on the measure-
ment, which are evaluated using
pseudodatasets.

The inclusion in the fit of the 3-jets 2-
tags region allows to constrain the tt̄
and W + Jets backgrounds while tak-
ing into account all possible correla-
tions in the systematics uncertainties
for the two samples. The likelihood
model used for the signal extraction in-
cludes the background rates nuisance
parameters. All uncertainties are com-
bined together according to [2].

Results

The observed and expected upper limits at 95% CL on the s-channel cross
section, are evaluated using a Bayesian approach:

Observed Upper Limit Expected Upper Limit Expected Upper Limit
(SM signal) (background-only)

σs−ch. < 11.5 pb 17.0 pb 9.0 pb

With Feldman-Cousins unified approach[3], we obtain a cross section of :

σs-ch. = 6.2+8.0
−5.1 pb combined

σs-ch. = 5.55± 0.08(scale)± 0.21(PDF) pb (SM prediction) [4]
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The observed/expected significance of the measurement is shown to be
0.7/0.9 standard deviations for the combined muons plus electrons fit.
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